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Introduction

-DUEIWIEW A laser is a vElE'l|'lI3B that amplifies light.
tillil produces a highly directional. high-intemiry
beam lhatmofioftenliasavety pure frequency or
 . It comes in sizes ranging From approx-
iniatelyonetenlhthediamelerofahulnanliairlso
Ihesi1:enfavetyla.rgehuilrIing.inpowersranging
frorn I04‘ to lflm‘ ‘W, and in wavelengths ranging
frornthen1icro'urairetotl|esoft—X-rayspecualmgiclls

'l"l.'ll'I1I|.ITE.Epl2lI2llI1g freqneitcies from ID" to H1" H1.
lissershsveptilseenezgiesas h.igl1.asll]‘J mdpnlse
diuationsasshortimfi 3-: Il]''5 s. Theyeanly

welddetacliedletiiiaswithinllieluirnaneye. They ate
a key component ocfsnmenf our most modem enm-
lrlinicatiolt systemsand a1elhe'"phonngraph needle"
oloureornpocttfisc players. They perform heattIeat-
lnentofhigh-strength materials. sueha the pistons ol'
ourantornobile engines. and provide a special surgi-
callznife for many types-nlmettical p|1:I:.'ednres_ They
aclaslargetdesignstors for rnilitaty weapons malpra-
vide for the rapid cheek-out we l'l;fl.'t'E come to expect
at the supermaiket. What a rernarkahleIangeot'cl1a.I-
aeleristics foradeviee Iiiatis in only its liflli deeade

iiill holes in the rnostdurahle ofmslerialsand-can of I.'.'li.flEI1I:e!
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There is nothing magical shoot a laser. It can he thought ofasjust another type

ol light source. Iteertainly has many unique propeni tliat make it a special light
source. but these propestiesean be understood without tnonrledgeof sophisticated

rnatlIemal‘.ica.I tecllniques oreomples ideas. It istlie objective olthis teat loesplain

theoperationolthelaserina simple, logical approach l'ha1hui|ds fromone con-

cept to the neittasthe chapters evolve. The oonoepts, M they are developed, will

he applied to all classes of laser rnflerials, so that the reader will develop a sense

ol the broad lield ol lasers while still acquiring the capability to study, design, or

simply understand a specific type of laser system in detail.

DEFINFHDH OF THE LASER

'I'he word laser is an acronym for Light Amplilicilion by Stimulated Emissi-on ol

Raditlion. The lmer makes use of processes that increase or amplify light signals

aflerlllose gnals have been genetated by other means. These pm-cemes include

(I) stimulated emission, is natunfl elfecl that was deduced by consideratinns re-

lating to lhenliodynamic equilibrium. and {2} C|‘l3'l-lcal feedback {present in most



 

  

5. 1-1 Flllphlielsl
sdmelnaticoftypical hit

lll'I'llC|Ill.I’l.'l'IDH

Clplical resonator or cavityA

Amplllyilg medlurn

 
Fully re1|e-sting Parllall-.;1rensm1tingrriror rriror

Imers) that is usually pnovided by nlirmrs. Thus, in ils simplest forni, a lmen:on—
sists of a gain or amplifying medium {erheie stirnulated ernimion occurs], and a

setofmirrors to feed Ihe Iighthack intolhe alnplitierforcontinued growthofthe

developing beam, as seen in figtre I-L

5IhI'l.lCI'I"f OF A LASEII

Tlvesinlpliciryofalasercan heunderstoodbgr considering the light from acandle.

Normally, a hunting candle radiates light in all directions, and therefore illumi-
nates various objects equally if they are equidistant fmrn the caidle. A. lasertates

light that would nnnrndly be emitted in all directions, such as from a candle, and
concentrates that light inlso a single direction. Tllns, iflhe light radifling in all di-

reofionshumacaruilewerenahedinhiasingleheanolflrediuwelerofthe

pupil ofyour eye (approxinlalely 3 nun), and ifyml were adistanee of
I In from the candle, then the ligllt inleruily would he |,[I]l.lII1 times a bright as

the light Ihal you norrnally see radiating from the candle! That is essenliallgr the

tuiderlying-coneeptofthe operil.i1::II1 -ofalaser. However, acaridle is not Ihe kind of
medium that prodices amplification, and thus there are no canrle Imers. It takes

relatively special coruzlitiorns within the [met medium for amplification to occur,

but i1 islllat cqiahilityoflaking light that would nonlially radisle from assume in
all l2ll.I'El:lZlClI'B — and ccncentriiing that ligllt into abean traveling in a single direc-

1ion—Ihai is involved in rnitingalaser. These specid conditions, and Ihe media

within which they are prmluced, will In described in some deiail in Ihis I:IJol£.

UNIGE PIIOFEIITES OF A LASER

'l'I'eehean1of|iglilger|eruedl:I}ratypical lasercarIha\rernan'_I,rpItJperties1iIata'e
unique. When oompa1ingIaserpropertiestofl1oseofoiherIightsourees.itr:lJ

be readily recognized that the values of various puamerers for laser light the:

gjeailyexeeedoraremuchnmiereslticfivedianfllevaluesfinnumycomnnn

Iighlsources. We never use lasers for street illumination, orforillulnination within

our houses. We don't use them for searchlights or flashlights or as headlights in
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our ears. Lasers generally have a narrower fit.-qrreoegr distribrrtiul, or much higher
iotenscity, or a much greaterdegree oloolI.imstion, or much shorter pulse duraion,

lhanlhat atnildale [mm more common lylfloflight sources. Tlteaefure, we do use
them in. oonrpact disc players, in superrnarket r:h.er:k—ou1 sr:m1r|.eIs,io surveying in-

struments, and in mediuil appliealiorrss as a surgical Ianife or for welding detadterl
retinas. We also use them in eomrruroieatiorzm systems and in Iarhr and military

targeting appljeafiorrs, as well as many other areas. A laser is a specialized light

source that should be used only when fr: uniquepmpenies are required.

THE IJISER SPECTRUM All} WAVELENGTPES

A portion oflhe e|er:trorrragrreti:r: radiation qreetrum is drawn in Figure I-2 for the

region emrered by currently existing lasers. Such lasers span the wmrekurglh range
from the lariofrxert pert ofdme spectrum {I = l,(III1 pro} to the sofl—X—ra}I region

Ur. = 3 nm), thereby eoverirrg a range of wavnelengtlts ofalrocnt six orders ofrrrag-
nitude. There are several types ol' units that are used to define laser wavelerrglhs.

These range from llIlI:l‘lJlIIEl£:l'S|.'II'ITI.ll3l'lI.'IlS {pm} in the inlmmd to nanornetelsfnrn)

and angstroms {rat} in the visible, ultras-'iolet{UV ), vacuum ultraviolet {VUVL ex-
treme ullrmriolet {EUV or}CUV'], and sofl—X-ray [SXR] spectral regions.

|‘£IH'ELEHG"I'H I.|llI'I'S

I_r.rm = 1045 In:
rs: to-“m;
Inm= [D4 In.

Consequently, I ntieroo {um} : Illlilfllangstrorrrs {ii} : l,{I.'II}naooroete:'s {run}.
Forearample. green lightbas awarveleogrhoffi 3-: H14 l]'I: =l}.5 run = 5,[I]€IA. =
SEN) run.

 .____ . _ _._l___ I _ __ _. H #21" I I
HF 9”“ *9 '3" ratge ofva'ioLr5 beers

CD Ar.. .. .,

_ Ruby N:

i Ha-Ne KrF
. sun-I.Hqy
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IIHIELEIIGTH IIEGIDHS

Far infrared: II] to I,tII1 _um;

mirldle infrared: I to 11) _um;

near intrared: I}.''.-' to tom;
visible: 0.4- to I17 run. or 4[I}to ?{I.‘I mo:

ultraviolet: fl'.2uJI}.r-1 p.m, or2lIlto-1-Illrtm;

vacuum ultraviolet: 9.] to 0.2 pm, or It'll to Ztllnrn;

extreme ultraviolet: 10 to It'll] om;

soft X-ra3rs: ] nm to approximately 211-30 nm {some overlap with EUV].

A BEEF HISTORY OF THE LASER

Cha:rlesTowrres took advantage ofdzre stimulated emission process toconstruct a

microwave amplifier, refenedtoasamaser. This device pn::Iluce£lacoherenl beam
of microwaves to be used for communications. The first Ioaser was proriucerl in

ammonia vapor with the inversion between two energy levelslhat at
a wavelength oi L25 cm. The wavelengths produced in me maserwere compara-

ble to the dimerrsions -of the device, so exlnq:IJ-lalion to the optical regime — where
wavelengths were live orders ofmagoitucle smaller— was not an obvionseirtension
of thfl. work.

In 1953, Townes an-d S-chawlow publisher! a paper concerning theiridem about

e:rtending the rnaser concept to optical frequencies. They developed the concept

ofan optical amplitier surronuorle-d by an optical rnirror resonant cavity to allow for
glowfliottlrehealo. Towoesaodflclrawloweaeh reeeivedaflobel Prime forhis
worl: in this field.

In 1960, Theodore Maiman of Hughes Research Laboratories produced the

first laser using aruby crystal as the arnplifreraodallasltlanipu the energy source.
The helical flashlarnp sunoundert a rod-shaped rub}! cry-stal., and the optical cavity

waslomiedhyulalingllreflattertalaidsofltnembgrrodwidnahighly reflecting
material. Aninleaiseledbearnwasohservedtoeroergefromtheesid oflherod

when the flashlarnp was tired!

The t'|rs1gasla9erwudevelopedinl96|b}'A..lavan,W. Bennett. and D. Hm"-
riott. ot Bell Laboratories, using a mixture of helium and neon gases. At the same

labomtulies, L. F..lohnson and K. Nassau demonstrated the firsl neulymium laser,
wllichhassirrcebecomeooeoftltemosueliahle Iasersavailable. Thiswas {allowed

in [962 by the first semiconductor laser, demonstrated by R. Hall al the General
Electric Research I_.:borato|'i. In 1963, C. K. N. Patel of Bell labo|a1oriesdis—

covered the infrared carbon dioxide laser, which is one of the roost efiicient aid

powerful lasers available today. Lmer that sa.Ioe year, E. Bell of Spectra Physics

discovered the lirst ion laser, in l'DBI€l.l.I'}" vapor. In 1964 W. Bridges of Hughes Re-

search Laboratori discovered the argon ion lmer, and in. I966 ‘W. Silfltflfl, G. ll.
Fowles, and B. D. Hopkins produced the first blue helium—ca.dnLium metal vapor
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laser. ]I|In'ingtltat.san1.eyear, P. P. Sorolzinand I. R..Lanltard ofthe IBM Research

Laboratories developetlthe firm liquid laser ung anoigmticdyertissolved in am]-

vent, theieb} leading to the category of broadly tunable lasers. Also at that time,
W.‘Walleranrlco—worl:e:'s atTl3l.Greporled the litstcoppervaporlaser.

The first vacuum ultraviolet laser was IB|2I3l'l£d to occur in molecular hydro-
gen by R. Hodgson ofIBM and independently by IL Waynantet al. oflhe Naval

Research Laboratories in I971). The lirst of the well—l:norwn rare-gas—ha]irie ear-

ccinterlasets was observed inxenonfluorideb-}I'.l. J. Ewingandfl. Brauofthe

Avco—EveIet1 Reseinvch lJ1lJEI'flIDl]r in I975. In that same year, the fits! quantum-
well Iuer was made in agallium arsenirle semiconductor by I. van der Ziel and

co—worlters at Bell Iaboratori. In I976, I. M. I. Made; and co-wvorliers H Stan-

ford Univeasitgr dernonsnated the Iirst free—eler:troIt laserainplilieropelating in the
inflated at the DD; laser wavelength. In |'Il'9, Walling and co—worlters 5: Allied

Ch-ernicalcorpnration obtained lJ.I'Dflll}|' tunable laserotnputfrornasolid-statelaser
material called adeitanrhite, and in I935 the lirst sofl—X—ra3r laser was successfully

III-EI1IDI1SLfIl[£IliD£il]lglJI}Fl{Ill.l££lSE3lBI]ll]I1l D. ltllatthews andalslgenum—
ber of co—worlt.ers at the lawrence Iivermore Laboratories. In IQEIS, P. Moulton

discovered the titatitnn sapphire laser. ln l'99l, M. Hasse and co-workers rlievel—

operl: the lilst blne—green diode laserin ZnSe. In 19943 F. Chpmso and co—worl:ers

dewaloped tlte quantum cascade liner. In 1996, S. Nakamtuadeveloreii the lirst
blue ttiotlie laser in GaN—baserl materials.

In l96l, Fox and Li described the existence ofresonant tlansverse modes in

a laser cavity. That same yea", Boyd and llhrrlon obtained solutions of the wave
equation for confocal resonator modes. Unstable resonators were detnonstrated

in 1969 by Krupke and Sony and were described tlteoretically by Siegtnan. Q-
switching was lirst obtained by h'Ic.C."|ung and I-Iellwarth in 1962 altd described

later by ‘Wagner and The first rnode-locking was obtained by l'IaIgnJ"-‘B,
Fork. and Pollack in I964. Since then, minty special Ct!‘|."lE)' arrangements, feetfliaclt

scltetnes, and otherdevices have been developed to improve thecontrol.openiioI1.

and reliability of lasers.

D"d‘EIlVIEW' OF '|1'lE BDCIK

Isaac Newton described Iigltt as small bodies emitted from shining substances.
This view was no doubt influenced by the fact that ligllt appears to propagate in a

line. Efltrinian Huygens. on the other hutd. dmcrilied light as a wave mo-
tion in which a small source sprearh out in all directions; most observed effects —

including difliactinn, reflection, and refraction —ca1 he attribute::Ito-the expansion
ofprimaryr waves and of secondary wavelets. The dual I'lflllI'E of light is still ausc-

ful concept, wlteaeby the cltoice of particle or wave explanation depends upon the
effect to be considered.

Section One ofthis book deals with the fundamental wave properties of light,

including hIl'.a:twe|]'s equations. the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with
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matter, ahsorpiinnand dispersi.-on,and coherence. Se:t:£ionTwo deals withlhe fun-
damental q-uanrurrr properties nfligllt. Chapter 3 describes the concept ofdiserete

ener1g}.r levels inrlnmie laserspe-I: andalsolinw the periodiciable nftheele-
merrts evolved. Chapter 4 deals widi radiative transitinrrs and emission Iinewitlths

and the probability of making tlarrsiti-ons hetween energy levels. Cllapter 5 con-
siders energy levels nl lasers in molecules, liquiach, and solids — both dielectric

solids and semicorlducrnrs. Cltapter I5 then considers rar:'liation in equilibrium aid

1l1e concepts of ahsorpiinn and slirnulaierl emission nl' radiaiion. At this point 1l1e
student has 1:lIe basic tools to begin building a lmer.

Section Tltreae considers laser ainpliliers. Chapter '1" describes the 1l1enreti—
cal hais for producing population inversioris and gain. Chapter 3 einnnines laser

gain antlnperation drove Ihresl1nld,Chapter'9descrilJes how pnpulaiinn inversions
are produced, and Chapter 19 considers how sufiiccient ainplificalinn is achieved

to-rnalteaniritenselasetrheam. Se-I:IionFnurdealswitlIlaserresonflors. Chap-
ter ll considers hofli longitudinal and transverse modes within a laser cavity, and

Chapter l2. investigates the properties nfstflile resonators and Gaussian beams.
Chapter l3 consitlaers a variety of speoiafl liner cavities and effects, including l.I.I'I.—

stahle resonalnrs, Q-switching, mntlae-locking, pulse rm'rowin.g, ring lasers, aid

spectral narrowing.

Section Five covers laser systems. Chapter 14- desorilfi eleven of
me most well-known gas and plasma laser systems. Chapter I5 considers twelve

well-lmown (lye lmers and solid-stale lmers, including llmlr dielectric solid-slate
lasers and aerniconchrelor lasers. The book concludes with Section Six (Chap-

ter 16], which provides ahrielmerview -of fraqtreriqr rnuliplication wilh liners and
other nonlinear eflects.



 

 

Absorption and Stimulated Emission

OVERVlEW Chapters 3 through 5 dealt with energy

levels of gaseous, liquid, and solid materials and dis-

cussed the spontaneous radiative properties associ-

ated with transitions occurring between those levels.

The rate ofradiation occurring from energy levels was

described in terms of transition probabilities and rel-

ative oscillator strengths of the transitions. So far,

no attempt has been made to consider the collective

Radiation and Thermal Equilibrium

molecules. Such considerations will be dealt with

in this chapter and will lead to the concept of radi-

ation in thermodynamic equilibrium. Plancl<’s radi—

ation law evolved from the analysis of equilibrium
radiation from dense bodies. From this law and other

principles, Einstein was able to deduce the concept of

stimulated emission, which is the underlying princi-
ple leading to the development of the laser.

 

properties of a large number of radiating atoms or

sit EQUILIBRIUM

Thermal Equilibrium

We will consider the processes that bring various masses into equilibrium when

they are located near each other. In the study of thermodynamics, thermal equi-
librium describes the case where all of the individual masses within a closed

system have the same temperature. If a substance of small mass M1 and tem-

perature Tl is placed near to or in contact with a much larger mass M2 at a

higher temperature T2, then the state of thermal equilibrium is achieved when

the mass Ml reaches the same temperature as that of M2. The duration over

which this occurs could be a period as short as picoseconds or as long as min-

utes or even hours, depending upon the situation. In fact, the final temperature

will be less than T2, since M2 will also be cooled slightly as it transfers some

of its energy to M1. The temperature decrease of M2 will depend upon the rel-

ative masses of Ml and M2, but the relevant factor, when a new equilibrium is

reached, is that the total energy will be divided equally among all of the atoms

of the combined system. Thermal equilibrium can be achieved between the two

masses by one or more possible heat transfer processes: conduction, convection,

and radiation.
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Gas
 

(b) Convection
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HAn. AFigure 6-1 Examples
of energy transfer
via (a) conduction,
(b) convection, and
(c) radiation

 
 

 
Vacuum

(0) Radiation

Thermal Equilibrium via Conduction and Convection
If M1 is placed in direct Contact with M2, as shown in Figure 6—1(a), this will gener-
ally bring the masses to equilibrium in the shortest period of time. In this case, the
method of heat transfer is referred to as conduction. If M1 and M2 are composed
of two metals, for example, the rapid heat transfer by the conduction electrons of
the metals would bring the two masses quickly to an equilibrium temperature. »

If the bodies are placed as shown in Figure 6—l(b), with M1 located in a large
cavity inside M2, and if a gas (such as air) at atmospheric pressure fills the cavity be-
tween M1 and M2, then the molecules of the gas would provide the energy transport
from M2 to M1 and so bring M1 and M2 to a final equilibrium temperature some-
where between T1 and T2. This case of energy transport leading to thermal equi-
librium is referred to as convection. A small portion of the energy would also end

up in the gas, which would arrive at the same final equilibrium temperature as that
of the two masses. Since the mass density of gas at atmospheric pressure is approx-

imately three orders of magnitude lower than that of solids, the convection process
takes a much longer time to reach equilibrium than does the conduction process.

Thermal Equilibrium via Radiation
If all of the air is evacuated from the space between M1 and M2 as in Figure 6—l(c),
so that there is no material contact between them, there is still another process that
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will bring the two masses into equilibrium — namely, radiation. For such a process

to occur, two effects must take place: the masses must be radiating energy, and

they must be capable of absorbing radiation from the other body.

. RADIATING BODIES

We will first consider the question of whether or not the masses are radiating. If

a collection of atoms is at temperature T then, according to the Boltzmann equa-

tion, the probability distribution function fi that any atom has a discrete energy E,-

is given by E. H
f,-(E,-) = Clgie" 1/ . (6.1)

In this equation, Boltzmann’s constant k is 8.6164 x l0‘5 eV/K and g,» is the sta-

tistical weight of level i. The C1 term is a normalizing constant that is the same for

all energy levels and is subject to the constraint that

Z 12- = Z Cig.e-Er” = 1, (6.2)

which suggests that the electron must exist in one of the 1' energy levels. If N is

the total number of atoms per unit volume of this species and N) is the population

density occupying a specific energy level i, then

Z N,- = N, (6.3)

where N) could then be expressed as

N,- = f,N = C1g,-e_E"/kTN. (6.4)

For 21 high—density material such as a solid, the energy levels are usually contin-

uously distributed (with some exceptions, including insulators such as solid-state

laser host materials and their dopant ions). Thus the distribution function would be

expressed as a probability per unit energy g(E ) such that the probability of find-

ing a fraction of that material excited to a specific energy E within an energy width

dE would be given by

g(E) dE = C255/“" dE, (6.5)

where we have ignored the statistical weights. This probability would also be sub-

ject to the normalizing constraint that
00 00

[ g(E) dE .—. jf C2e"E/’<T dE = 1. (6.6)O O

From this equation we can readily show that C2 = 1/167’, and thus g(E) can be

expressed as

1 —E//'T= — ‘ . 6.7
g(E) kT€ ( )
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Again, if N is the total number of atoms per unit volume in the solid and if we re-
fer to the number of atoms per unit volume within a specific energy range dE as
N(E ), then the normalizing condition requires that

N = /00 N(E)dE. (6.8)0

The number of atoms at energy E within a specific energy range dE can thus be
given as

N(E)dE = —e-E/"T dE. (6.9)

We can compute the ratio of the populations that exists at two specific ener-
gies, either for the case of discrete energy levels such as those for isolated atoms
or for high—density materials such as solids. For discrete energy levels, according
to (6.4) the ratio of the population densities NM and N; (number of particles per
unit volume) of atoms with electrons occupying energy levels u and l (with corre-
sponding energies E,, and E1) would be expressed as

lg __: §»3e—(E,,—E,)/kr = 5gle—AE,);/kT, (610)
N1 81 81

where it is assumed that E,4 is higher than E1 and that AEM; = E“ — E1. Similarly,
the ratio of population densities of a dense material (such as a solid) at energies E”
and E 1 within an energy interval dE can be expressed from (6.9) as

 

N(E,,)dE _ N(E,,) g e—AEul/kT"1\7(E)"ZiE “ N(E;) ” (611)

In dense materials there are so many sublevels within small ranges of energy that
the statistical weights for most levels are essentially the same; hence they would
effectively cancel in an expression such as (6.11). It can thus be seen that (6.10) and
(6.11) are identical except for the statistical weight factor, which we have ignored
for the high— density material. Therefore, when a collection of atoms — whether in
the form of a gas, a liquid, or a solid — are assembled together and reach equilibrium,
not only the kinetic energies related to their motion will be in thermal equilibrium;
the distribution of their internal energies associated with the specific energy levels
they occupy will also be in thermal equilibrium, according to (6.10) and (6.11).

Determine the temperature required to excite electrons of atoms within a solid to
energies sufficient to produce radiation in the visible portion of the electromag-
netic spectrum when the electrons decay from those excited levels.

We assume a typical solid material with a density of approximately N =
5 X 1028 atoms/m3 in the ground state. For several different temperatures we will
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6.2 RADIATING BODIES

compute how many of those atoms would occupy energy levels high enough to

radiate that energy as visible light. Visible radiation comprises wavelengths rang-

ing from 700 nm in the red to 400 nm in the violet, or photons with energies

ranging from approximately 1.7 to 3.1 eV. We would thus be interested in energy

levels above 1.7 eV that are populated within the solid, since any electron having

an energy higher than 1.7 eV will have the potential of radiating a visible photon.

We will calculate the number of species that have an electron in an excited energy

level that lies higher than 1.7 eV above the ground state for several different tem-

peratures by taking the integral of N(E ) dE from (6.9) over the energy range from

1.7 eV to infinity. We must recognize that, for a typical solid, most of the atoms

will decay nonradiatively from these excited levels, but a certain portion could emit

visible radiation depending upon the radiation efficiency of the material.

At room temperature, T E 300 K and kT = 0.026 eV. Thus Nvis can be ex-

pressed as

~ N E 00 —E/kT ~E/kT oo
. 6

0
= (-5 x 1o28)[o — 4 x 10-29] 2 — t (6.12)

m3’

Thus there are essentially no atoms in this energy range from which visible pho-

tons could radiate. This is, of course, why we can see nothing when we enter a

room that has no illumination, even though the human eye is very sensitive and can

detect as little as only a few photons. No thermal radiation in the visible spectrum

could be emitted from the walls, floors, ceiling, or furniture when those various

masses are at room temperature.

We next consider a temperature of 1,000 K or 0.086 eV. At this temperature

we determine the population able to emit visible photons as

N 00
Nvis = ’”"

[CT l.7eV
e—E/kT : _N[e—E/kT:lf.O,7eV

1.3 X1020

= (-5 X 1028)[0 ~ 2.6 X l0‘9] = 3m (6.13)

Thus, increasing the temperature by little more than a factor of 3, we have gone

from essentially no atoms in those excited levels to an appreciable number in those

levels. We can and do see such radiation: in the glowing coals of a campfire, in the

glowing briquettes of a barbecue fire, or from the heating elements of an electric

stove; all are at temperatures of approximately 1,000 K.

A temperature of 5,000 K or 0.43 eV (the temperature of the sun) can also be

considered for comparison:

N 00
N- = --

V15 /CT l.7eV
e——E//CT = _N[e—E/kT]1ot)7eV

9.5 X 1026

m3 '
= (-5 X 1028)[o — 1.9 x 104] = (6.14)
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Figure 6-2 Population
distribution of occupied
states versus energy for

temperatures of 300 K,
1,000 K, and 5,000 K
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At this temperature nearly 10% of the atoms would be excited to an energy of 1.7 eV
or higher, and the material would be radiating with an intensity that is too bright
to look at.

A graph of N(E )/N, which is the distribution of population versus energy as
taken from (6.9), is plotted in Figure 6-2 for 300 K, 1,000 K, and 5,000 K. The
graph clearly shows the rapid increase in the population at higher energies as the
temperature is increased. It can be seen that the energy levels that are high enough to
produce visible radiation are populated only when the temperature is significantly
above room temperature, as discussed in the preceding examples. Such radiation
emitted from masses at those various temperatures would emit a continuous spec-
trum of frequencies over a certain frequency range. The radiation is referred to as
thermal radiation, since it is emitted from objects in thermal equilibrium.
_____________________________

There are two effects we should consider when observing thermal radiation
such as that of glowing coals. First, more energy is radiated from the object as .
the temperature is increased; this is described by the Stefan—Boltzmann law. Sec-
ond, if the spectral content of the radiation from the glowing coals is analyzed, it
will be found that the radiation increases with decreasing wavelength to a maxi—
mum value at a specific wavelength, and then it decreases relatively rapidly at even
shorter wavelengths. The wavelength at which the maximum value occurs can be
obtained from Wien’s law.

Stefan—Bo|tzmann Law

The Stefan—Boltzmann law is an empirical relationship obtained by Stefan and
later de 'ved theoretically by Boltzmann. It states that the total radiated intensity
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(W/m2) emitted from a body at temperature T is proportional to the fourth power
of the temperature, T4. This can be written as

L 1 = eMaT4, (6.15)J
where (7 = 5.67 X l0‘8 W/m2—K4 and eM is the emissivity that is specific for a
given material. The emissivity, a dimensionless quantity that varies between zero
and unity, represents the ability of a body to radiate efficiently and is also asso-
ciated With its ability to absorb radiation, as will be discussed in more detail in

Section 6.3. Equation (6.15) describes an extremely rapidly increasing function
with temperature and accounts for the tremendous flux increase we estimated to be

radiating in the visible from our simple system at 300 K, 1,000 K, and 5,000 K. The

total radiation from such a mass would increase in going from 300 K to 1,000 K
by a factor of 123, and in going from 300 K to 5,000 K by a factor of over 77,000!

 

Wien’s Law

A graph of the spectrum of radiation emitted versus frequency from a heated mass

is shown for three different temperatures in Figure 6-3. The specific wavelength
at which the radiation is a maximum was found to vary inversely with tempera-
ture. The wavelength Am at which the maximum emission occurs for any given
temperature is described by Wien’s law as follows:

 

L i,,,T = 2.898 x 10-3 m—K. (6.16)
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Total Emissivity eM at Low

Temperatures

Highly polished silver 0.02
Aluminum 0.08

Copper 0.15
Cast iron 0.25

Polished brass 0.60

Black gloss paint 0.90

Lampblack 0.95__._.._.___._.._.___._.._.__

Irradiance and Radiance

Recall the case depicted in Figure 6-l(c). Because M2 is initially at a higher tem-
mise that Ml will eventually be raised to equilibrium with

perature than Ml, we sur
M2, at a temperature T3 such that T1 < T3 < T2, by absorbing the radiation from
M2. However, when Ml reaches the same temperature as M2, it must radiate as
much energy as it absorbs. Otherwise, it would continue to heat up to a higher
temperature than T2, which defies the laws of thermodynamics. Thus the relation-

in total power per unit area — between the irradiance I1 incident upon M1ship —

and the radiance H1 leaving Ml must be proportional:
H

H1 = b1I1 or 11 = Bi, (6.17)1

where b] 5 l is the proportionality constant that represents the fraction of the
power absorbed by M1. If instead of just Ml there were several masses (M1, M3,
and M4) all inside the cavity of M2, we could express their radiative characteris-
tics with respect to the incident flux in the same way as that of (6.17) for M1. We
would obtain the relationships H1 = b111, H3 = b313, and H4 = b4I4. Because I
(the power per unit area) arriving at each body would be the same, we can write

H1 H3 H4 (618)1—_______._.=...,
' bl “ b3 " 194

which indicates that the ratio of the power radiated from a body to the fraction of ra-
diation absorbed is a constant, independent of the material. Thus strong absorbers
are also strong radiators, and since b represents the fraction of radiation absorbed
we can conclude that b = eM. This relationship is known as Kirchh0}_‘f’s law. Ex-
amples of emissivity are shown in Table 6-1. It can be seen that emissivities range
from very small numbers for highly reflecting materials to values near unity for
highly absorbing materials. Lampblack, the soot deposited from burning candles,
is perhaps the blackest material we ever observe; it has an emissivity of eM = 0.95.

The ideal case of a perfect absorber (b = 8M =: 1) is also a perfect emitter in
that it would radiate as much energy as is incident upon it. Such a perfectly ab-
sorbing body is known as a blackbody (since it appears to be very black in color)
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and is the best emitter of thermal radiation. The radiation it emits is consequently

referred to as blackbody radiation. If such a blackbody is placed within a cav—

ity in thermal equilibrium — say, M1 in Figure 6—l(c) — then it would radiate an

intensity and frequency distribution that is characteristic of the thermal radiation

within the medium because the radiance would be equal to the thermal radiation

(irradiance) within the cavity. Hence blackbody radiation is also referred to as cav-

ity radiation.

6.3 CAVITY RADIATION

We have developed the idea that ideal blackbodies radiate with the same spectral

power as that occurring within a cavity in thermal equilibrium such as the radia-

tion within the cavity depicted in Figure 6—1(c). It will be useful for us to obtain

the quantity and wavelength distribution of the radiated flux within such a cavity in
order to later obtain the stimulated emission coefficient, which is the fundamental

concept leading to amplification in a laser medium. We must allow for the possi-

bility of all frequencies of radiation within the cavity and would like to obtain an

expression describing that frequency distribution for any specific temperature. To-

ward this end, we begin by considering the properties of radiation within a cavity.

The boundary conditions — as deduced from electromagnetic theory — suggest that,

in order for electromagnetic waves to be supported or enhanced (or at least not

rapidly die away), the value of the electric vector must be zero at the boundary of

the cavity. This involves the development of distinct “standing waves” within the

cavity — that is, waves whose functions exhibit no time dependence. Such stand-

ing waves, which have a value of zero for the electric field at the boundaries, are

referred to as cavity modes. The existence of each mode implies that the wave has

an integral number of half-wavelengths occurring along the wave direction within

the cavity. For example, three distinct cavity modes oriented in a specific direc-

tion are shown in Figure 6-4: waves of one half-wavelength, two half-wavelengths

(one complete cycle), and three half-wavelengths. If we can calculate the number

of such modes at each frequency or wavelength within a cavity and multiply by the

average energy of each mode at those wavelengths, we can obtain the frequency
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Figure 6-4 Several modes
of electromagnetic radiation
within a confined cavity
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 distribution of the emission spectrum for cavity radiation. Hence we will now cal-

culate the number of modes that exist within a cavity of a given size.

Counting the Number of Cavity Modes
We will carry out a counting procedure for these modes in a way similar to that
used in Section 5.4 for counting the number of modes available for electrons in the
conduction band of a semiconductor. Assume we have a cavity that is rectangular
in shape with dimensions Lx, L y, and L Z, as shown in Figure 6—l(c). Because we _
are considering only standing waves within the cavity, in counting the number of
modes we will include only the spatial dependence of the electromagnetic waves,
which is described by an oscillatory function of the form e"i("*L‘+"YLY+"ZL1). In
order to satisfy the boundary condition that the field be periodic in L and also zero at

or must be an integral multiple of 71'. This
the boundaries, the exponential phase fact
can be achieved if we specify individual modes in the directions x, y, z such that

kxLx = nxjr, kyLy = nyzr, kzLz = nzrr, (6.19)
nx,ny,nZ=0,1,2,....

ity will have a specific value of k; its mode number can beAny mode in this cav
ny, nz sinceidentified by specifying mode numbers nx,

2 2 2

2: k2 k2 k2 = ""” (71-75 (WT . 6.20
The total number of modes in any volume V = L X LyLz up to a given value of k

can then be counted by using a three—dimensional space whose axes are defined as
the number of modes. For example, the number of modes in the x direction would
be the length of the cavity in that direction LX divided by one half—wavelength
or nx = Lx/(A/2), which is equivalent to the mode number in that direction.
Consequently, the number of modes along each axis of the volume for a specific
wavelength A is obtained as nx = 2Lx/X, ny = 2Ly/A, and nz = 2L2/A. We will
choose one octant of an ellipsoid to describe the mode volume, since this is a con-
venient way of counting the modes. (We choose only one octant with the foregoing

nsions for the major axes because all of the values of n are positive.) Each
= 2, and n2 = 1, for example — is specified in ourmode

volume as the intersection of those specific mode numbers within that octant, as
shown in Figure 6-5. Such a mode can be specified, for the purposes of this calcu-
lation, by assuming that it is represented by a cube of unit dimensions within that
volume. This approximation is very good for volumes that are significantly larger
than the wavelength A, and since we are dealing with relatively small (short) wave-
lengths, the volume calculation for counting the number of modes is quite accurate.

The volume of the octant can be written as

1.471 1':1_7£(2Lx 2Ly ZLZ); (6.21)__ .....nxnynz__—-_:-é 3 ..__._.._._._8 3

dime

mode — say nx = 1, ny
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likewise, the number of modes M can be expressed as

M2132 35% =4’”73"3
8 3 A3 303 V, \ (6.22)

where V = LxLyLz and we have used the relationship Av = c/77. This calculation

defines the number of modes for allfrequencies up to and including the frequency
12 within a volume V. This number must be doubled to allow for the fact that two or-

thogonal polarizations of the electromagnetic waves must be represented for each
spatial mode. Higher frequencies would be outside of this Volume and thus would

not be counted. For frequencies up to the value v, the mode density ,0 (number of

modes per unit volume) is then given by

2M 8m73v3

,o(v) = 7 _ 363 . (6.23)

This equation can be differentiated to obtain the number of modes per unit volume
within a given frequency interval between 12 and v + dv,

dp(v) : 871173122
dv c3 (6.24)

We have used a rectangular cavity to derive the mode density as well as the mode

density per unit frequency for the number of modes up to frequency 12, but it can

be shown that (6.23) and (6.24) are generally applicable formulas for any shape of
cavity.

Rayleigh—Jeans Formula

If we assume that the average energy per mode is of the order of kT, then we can

obtain the Rayleigh—Jeans formula for the energy density u (v) of radiation per unit
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Volume within the frequency v to v + dv. We d0 this by multiplying the mode den-

kT per mode. Therefore, using kT
sity per unit frequency by the average energy

r unit frequency we
as the value of the energy per mode, for the energy density pe
have 3 2

d ( ) 8
14(12): Ev” kT = ~7£:—:7?K—kT. (6.25)

This result suggests that there is a continuous increase in energy density with fre-
iven temperature T. This expression is referred to as the Rayleigh—_

Jeans formula for the energy density of cavity radiation. It agrees with experiments
for lower frequencies but does not predict the experimentally observed maximum
value for a given temperature at higher frequencies as shown in Figure 6.3. Instead,
the Rayleigh—Jeans expression suggests that energy density approaches infinity as
the frequency is increased.

quency for a g

Planck's Law for Cavity Radiation
Planck was disturbed by the invalidity of the Rayleigh—Jeans formula for the in-
tensity of cavity radiation at higher frequencies and so he questioned the basic
assumption of assigning a value of kT for the average energy per cavity mode. As
an alternative, Planck explored the possibility of quantizing the mode energy, pos-
tulating that an oscillator of frequency 1) could have only discrete values mhv of
energy, where m = 0, 1, 2, 3, .... He referred to this unit of energy hv as a quan-
tum that could not be further divided. We can apply this condition to obtain the
energy of each cavity mode in thermal equilibrium. We will use the Boltzmann
distribution function (eqn. 6.1) to describe the energy distribution of the modes;
however, we will assign discrete values for the energy Em = mhv in the function
instead of a continuous variable E, and we will ignore the statistical weight factor
since we are talking about very dense materials. Thus, for a given temperature T,
we can express the distribution function as

fm = Ce”E’"/kT = Ce"”"”/H. (6.26)

The normalizing condition for the distribution function requires that

 

oo co 00 N
2 fm = E Ce—mhv/kT : C E e—mhv/kT : 1,
m=0 m=0 m=O

which can be solved for C to obtain

We can then compute the average mode energy
manner:

“WT. (6.28)

E of those oscillators in the usual
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E _ 22°20 Emfm _ C Z§=0(mhv)e“’”"”/kT
— 220:0 fm _ C 220:0 fmhv/kT

[1 __ e—hv/kT] Z’0:=0(mhv)e—mhv/kT
= 1

The value of the summation in the numerator on the right—hand side of (6.29) is

(6.29)

O0 — h kT 00 — hv kT hveahv/H
Z(mhv)e m 11/ 2 hi} 2 me m / 9»
m=O m=O e )

This leads to an expression for the average energy E of

— hv

Using this expression for the average energy per mode instead of the kT value used

in the Rayleigh—Jeans law to obtain (6.25), we arrive at the following relationship
for the energy density per unit frequency:

87rhn3v3

——————c3(ehv/kT_ 1). (5.32)
u(v) =

This relationship has a maximum at a specific frequency for a given temperature,

and both the location of the maximum and the shape of the distribution agree very
well with experimental observations. This expression became known as Planck’s

law for cavity radiation.

The expression u(u) describes the energy density per unit frequency v for ra-

diation anywhere within an enclosed cavity in thermal equilibrium at temperature
T. It consists of waves traveling in all directions within the cavity. If we wanted to

compute the total energy density u emitted at all frequencies, we could of course

simply integrate the energy density u (12) dv over the frequencies:

u = /oOu(v) dv. (6.33)0

Carrying out this integration leads to the Stef_an—Boltzmann law.

Relationship between Cavity Radiation and Biackbody Radiation

If we were able to make a small hole of unit area through mass M2 into the cav-

ity within M2 of Figure 6—1(c), we would observe a small amount of radiation of

intensity I(11) at any specific frequency v emerging from the hole; that intensity
is related to the energy density u(u) within the cavity. We could then calculate

the total radiation flux emerging from that cavity at frequency 11, through the hole,
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Figure 6-6 Beam of light
intensity I(v) incident upon a
volume of thickness 2 = cdt
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zzcdt

traveling in all directions within a solid angle of 271 (a hemisphere). This Value
for the radiation flux at frequency v would describe the irradiance of a blackbody,
since we deduced earlier that the spectral density within a cavity has the same en-
ergy density as that at the surface of a blackbody. We will therefore refer to this
radiation as the blackbody radiation intensity per unit frequency, or I33 (v).

A Before performing this calculation, we need to obtain a relationship between
the energy density u (v) (energy per unit Volume—frequency) of electromagnetic ra-
diation within a volume element and the flux I(12) (energy per time—area-frequency)
passing through a surface enclosing part of that volume element and traveling in a
specific direction, as shown in Figure 6-6. Let us consider a beam of light of in-
tensity per unit frequency [(12) at frequency v, with a cross—sectional area dA and
traveling in a direction z that passes through that area dA in a time dt. The en-
ergy density of radiation would be the product of the intensity of the beam, the
cross—sectional area, and the time duration, or I (v) dA dt, which has units of en—
ergy per unit frequency. This would be equivalent to considering the energy density
u(v) of a beam existing within a Volume dV = dA - z if an instantaneous photo-
graph were taken of the beam within that volume d V of length 2 = 1) dt, where v
is the velocity of the beam. This is described by the expression

I(v) dA dt = u(v) dV = u(v) dA ~ z = 1401) (M - vdt. (6.34)

If the volume element is in a Vacuum then 11 E c, which leads to the relationship

I(v) = u(v)c (6.35)

for a beam traveling in a specific direction.
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Cavity in
radiative

W equilibrium

Blackbody

When the volume element is in a medium whose index of refraction is 7;, the

velocity is expressed as v : C/T]; this leads to

I0») = u(u)%. (6.36)
We can now convert the expression for the energy density of radiation Within

a cavity of temperature T to an expression for blackbody radiation emerging from

a hole of unit surface area accessing that cavity and radiating into. a hemisphere,

as indicated in Figure 6-7(a). Radiation from any point within the cavity is travel-

ing in all directions — that is, within a 47r solid angle. We consider the coordinates

shown in Figure 6—7(b), where the fraction of radiation traveling Within a solid

angle dS2/47r at a particular angle 6 with respect to the normal to the plane of the

hole is described by [(11) cos 9 a’ $2 /477. In this expression we have assumed that the

intensity emitted from the source is independent of angle, but the factor cos 9 rep-

resents the decrease in the effective area of the hole with increasing angle from the

normal as seen by the observer. Expressing the solid angle as d§2 = sin 6 d6 dqfi,

213

Figure 6-7(a) Blackbody
radiation escaping from
a cavity within mass M at
equilibrium temperature T

Figure 6-7(b) Coordinates
for analyzing blackbody
radiation escaping from a
confined cavity
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the radiation flux in that direction can be written as I (12) cos 0 sin 0 d6 dqfi/471. The
total blackbody flux I33 (v) is obtained by integrating this component of the flux
over the entire hemisphere (2n' solid angle):

271 27/2 I -

IBM 2 I /  , (637)0 0 75

Replacing I (11) by u (v)c from (6.35) gives the relationship between the blackbody
radiation intensity per unit frequency, I33 (v), and the energy density per unit fre-
quency, u(v), of the cavity:

 
271' It/2 '

1BB(u)=f0 A u(v)c~ = “(:)C_ (6.38)
Using (6.38) in conjunction with the value of u(v) indicated in (6.32), we can ob-
tain the spectral radiance of a blackbody as a function of v and T as follows:

 27th 3 1

\ 133(11): C2” (6.39)
Wavelength Dependence of Blackbody Emission
The total radiance of IBB (12) from a frequency interval dv is given as

2h3 d“V ” . (6.40)
  

27rc2h

IBB()\., I .

The total radiance emitted from the blackbody surface within a specific wavelength
interval AA would then be expressed as

IBB(}t, A)», T) = 1330», T)A)\. (6.43)

Specific values of the radiance IBE (A, AA, T) as given by (6.43), in units of power
area (intensity) over the wavelength interval A)», can be obtained from the

per unit
following empirical expression for IBE (A, T):
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3.75 X 10-22

1330" T) 2 }L5(e0.O144/AT _ 1) W/m2—tcm, (6.44)

where A must be given in meters, AA in micrometers (um), and T in degrees

Kelvin. Alternatively,

3.75 x 10-25

[BB (K, Z W/In2‘nIn

for A in meters, AA in nanometers, and T in degrees Kelvin. Remember that these

expressions are for the radiation into a 27: steradian solid angle.

Compute the radiation flux or power in watts coming from a surface of tempera-

ture 300 K (near room temperature) and area 0.02 m2 over a wavelength interval

of 0.1 ,um at a wavelength of 1.0 /otm.

Use (6.43) and (6.44) to obtain the intensity (W/m2) and multiply it by the

area AA (m2) to obtain the power P in watts coming from the surface:

P = IBB(}t, T)A)tAA

3.75 X 1042_ __ ~15

_ (1 X 1O_6)5(600144/aX10_6)300 _ 1) (0.1)(0.02) — 1.06 X 10 W.

We can see that at room temperature the power radiated from a blackbody within

this wavelength region is almost too small to be measurable.
 

6.4 ABSORPTION AND STIMULATED EMISSION

We have examined the issues relating to the decay of electrons from a higher en-

ergy level to a lower level. We have also investigated the natural radiative decay
process, which is inherent in all excited states of all materials and is referred to as

spontaneous emission. However, we saw in Chapter 4 that such emission is not

always the dominant decay process. We described how collisions with other par—

ticles (in the case of gases) or phonons (in the case of solids) can depopulate a

level faster than the normal radiative process. Such collisions can also populate or

excite energy levels.

Excitation or de—excitation can also occur by way of photons — “light parti-

cles” that have specific energies. The phenomenon of light producing excitation,

referred to as absorption, has been known for well over 100 years. Such a process
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could also have been referred to as “stimulated” absorption, since it requires elec-
tromagnetic energy to stimulate the electron and thereby produce the excitation.
There is no reason to suppose that the inverse of that process would not also occur,
but it was never seriously considered until Einstein suggested the concept of stim—
ulated emission in 1917.

The Principle of Detailed Balance
Einstein was considering the recently developed Planck law for cavity radiation,
the expression we just derived. He began questioning how the principle of detailed
balance must apply in the case of radiation in equilibrium, a situation associated
with cavity radiation. This principle states that, in equilibrium, the total number
of particles leaving a certain quantum state per unit time equals the number arriv-
ing in that state per unit time. It also states that in equilibrium the number leaving
by a particular pathway equals the number arriving by that pathway.

We tacitly used this principle in the first part of this chapter when arguing that
the mass Ml could not continue to receive excess energy from M2 once it had
reached the new equilibrium temperature. The principle describes why the popula-
tion of a specific energy state cannot increase indefinitely. This principle has also
been called the principle of microscopic reversibility and was originally applied to
considerations of thermodynamic equilibrium.

The principle of detailed balance suggests that if a photon can stimulate an
electron to move from a lower energy state l to higher energy state 14 by means
of absorption, then a photon should also be able to stimulate an electron from
the same upper state u to the lower state I. In the case of absorption, the pho-
ton disappears, with the energy being transferred to the absorbing species. In the
case of stimulation, or stimulated emission, the species would have to radiate an
additional photon to conserve energy. Such a stimulated emission process must
occur in order to keep the population of the two energy levels in thermal equi-
librium, if that equilibrium is determined by cavity radiation as described earlier
in this chapter. Thus, the relationships between absorption and stimulated emis-
sion must be associated in some way with the Planck law for radiation in thermal
equilibrium.

We have identified the three radiative processes producing interactions be~
tween two bound levels in a material: spontaneous emission, absorption (stimu-
lated absorption), and stimulated emission. These processes are diagrarnmed in
Figure 6-8. In the case of both of the stimulated processes (absorption and stim-
ulated emission) occurring between bound (discrete) states, the energy (related to
the frequency) of the light must correspond exactly to that of the energy differ—
ence between the two energy states. For stimulated emission, an additional photon
is emitted at exactly the same energy (or frequency) as that of the incident pho-
ton (conservation of energy), and in exactly the same direction in phase with the
incident photon (conservation of momentum).
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Absorption and Stimulated Emission Coefficients
We will now derive the absorption and stimulated emission coefficients associated

with these processes by considering radiation in thermal equilibrium. We will con-
sider a group of atoms having electrons occupying either energy levels L1 or I with
population densities N” and N; (number of atoms per unit volume). We assume
the atoms are in thermal equilibrium with each other and must therefore be related

by the Boltzmann distribution function given in (6.10),

N” _. 3“ —(Eu_EI)/kT __ 3“ "AEul/kT——e —_ ~—e ,— — (6.46)
N1 81 5'1

where g, and g; are the statistical weights of levels Lt andl and where E, — E, =
AEM1.

We will consider photons interacting with such a collection of atoms. The pho-
tons will be assumed to have energies AEM; such that AE1,; : lwug, corresponding

to the exact difference in energy between the levels Li and Z . We have defined A1,;

as the spontaneous transition probability, the rate at which spontaneous transitions
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Figure 6-8 The three
fundamental radiation

processes associated with
the interaction of light
with matter: spontaneous
emission, stimulated

emission, and absorption

 



  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

RADIATION AND THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM

occur from level it to level l (number per unit time). Thus, the number of sponta-

neous transitions from u to l per unit time per unit volume is simply N,,Au;.

We have also suggested that stimulated processes should occur. These pro-

cesses would be proportional to the photon energy density 14(1)) at frequency v”;
as well as to the population in the appropriate level. If we assume that the propor-
tionality constant for such stimulated transitions is B, then the upward flux — the
number of stimulated upward transitions per unit volume per unit time per unit fre-

quency — would be N; B1,, u (1)). Similarly, the downward flux would be N,,B,,1u(v).
The constants Au], Bu], and B1), are referred to as the Einstein A and B coefficients:

For the populations N“ and N; to be in radiative thermal equilibrium (as de-
scribed by eqn. 6.46) and for the principle of detailed balance to apply, the down—
ward radiative flux should equal the upward radiative flux between the two levels:

NuAul + NuBulu(V) = NlBlu”(V)~

From this equation we can solve for u(v) as follows:

NuAul
————-—-—. 6.48
NZBZM “ NuBul ( )u(v) =

Dividing the top and bottom terms in the right—hand side of (6.48) by NM and then
using (6.46) for the ratio Nu /N;, we are led to the expression

-1

14(1)) = %£l£<[g’B’“ larva:/z«T -1) , (6.49)
where we have used the relationship AEMI = hvug.

Equation (6.49) has a familiar form if we compare it to (6.32). Since both equa-
tions concern radiation in thermal equilibrium, if true then they must be equivalent.

The equivalence follows if

B
g’ ’“ =1 or gm. = g.,B..i . (6.50)
guBul

and

£11 _ 8_”f‘.’fl’_3 (6 51)
Bu! C3 ' i

We have thus derived the relationship between the stimulated emission and ab-

sorption coefficients B“; and B1), (respectively), along with their relationship to the
spontaneous emission coefficient A”). We can rewrite (6.51) to obtain

 

 

C3
= ——————A . 6.52Bul



6.4 ABSORPTION AND STIMULATED EMISSION

We can now substitute the expression for A”; in terms of AM;(v) from (4.64) to
obtain

C3 (V — V0)2 +(}’,,T1/47T)2

_ 87rhn3v3 )/“T,/4212
Bul Aul(v)- (6.53)

If we now define T 2
y“, /47r

(V - vo)2 + (M5/47T)2

which describes the frequency dependence of Bul, then (6.53) may be rewritten as

Buz(V) = B1417 (554)

A,,;(v) _ 87rhn3v3 Au;_ —————- E —. (6.55
B1410’) C3 Bul )

Hence the frequency—dependent expressions for Bu;(v) and B;,,(v) will satisfy

(6.49) if B ( )
5’—3i”— :1 or 8zBzu(V) = guBul(V)- (6.56)
guBul(V)

We have thus derived the stimulated emission coefficients B“; and B1“, as well

as their frequency—dependent counterparts Bu;(v) and B1,, (v), that define the way

a photon beam interacts with a two—level system of atoms that was obtained by

considering radiation in thermal equilibrium. These relationships provide the fun-

damental concepts necessary for producing a laser.

It is interesting to examine the ratio of stimulated to spontaneous emission
rates from level 14. This ratio can be obtained from (6.32) and (6.51) as

Bu;u(v) __ 1
Au! “ ehvul/kT _1'

(6.57)

Thus, stimulated emission plays a significant role only for temperatures in which

kT is of, or greater than, the order of the photon energy ]’ll)u[. The ratio is unity

when hvu;/kT = ln 2 = 0.693. For visible transitions in the green portion of the

spectrum (photons of the order of 2.5 eV), such a relationship would be achieved

for a temperature of 33,500 K. Thus, in the visible spectrum, the dominance of
stimulated emission over spontaneous emission normally happens only in stars, in

high—temperature and —density laboratory plasmas such as laser-produced plasmas,

or in’ lasers. In low—pressure plasmas the radiation can readily escape, so there is

no opportunity for the radiation density to build up to a value where the stimulated

decay rate is comparable to the radiative decay rate. In lasers, however, the ratio

of (6.57) can be significantly greater than unity.
 

. .

A he1ium~neon laser operating at 632.8 nm has an output power of 1.0 mW with a

1—mm beam diameter. The beam passes through a mirror that has 99% reflectiv—

ity and 1% transmission at the laser wavelength. What is the ratio of Bu;u(v)/A u;
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for this laser? What is the effective blackbody temperature of the laser beam as it
emerges from the laser output mirror? Assume the beam diameter is also 1 mm in-
side the laser cavity and that the power is uniform over the beam cross section (this
is only an approximation, as we will learn in Chapter 11). Assume also that the
laser linewidth is approximately one tenth of the Doppler width for the transition.

The laser frequency is determined by

c 3><l08m/sVI’- : =4.74 101411 .
1 6.328 X 10-7 m X Z
 

From (6.51) we can now compute the ratio of Au;/Bu; for 17 = 1 as

A”; 87rhv3 (87r)(6.63 >< l0‘34 J—s)(4.74 X 1014 Hz)3
B1,; c3 (3 x 103 m/s)3

= 6.57 X 10*” J—s/m3;

hence

We must now compute the energy density u(v), which from (6.35) is related
to the intensity per unit frequency I (v) as 11(1)) = 1(1))/c. We can compute I (12)
by dividing the laser beam power in the cavity by the beam cross-sectional area
and the frequency width of the beam. The power of the beam within the cav-
ity traveling toward the output mirror must be 100 mW and that reflected would
be 99 mW (1 mW passes through the mirror). Thus, the total power in the cav-
ity is 199 mW. The Doppler width of the helium—neon 632.8—nm transition (see
Table 4-1) is 1.5 X 109 Hz. Thus

_ [(199 X 1.0 mW)/(Jr . (5 X 10*‘ m)2)] /(0.1)(1.5 x 109 Hz)
" 3 X 108 m/s -

= 5.63 X 10-12 J-s/m3,

so the ratio is

BLzlu(v)

A = (1.52 X 1013 m3/J—s)(5.63 X 10-12 J—s/m3) = 85.6.ul

The stimulated emission rate is therefore almost 86 times the spontaneous emis-
sion rate on transitions from the upper to the lower laser level at 632.8 nm.

Using (6.57), the preceding ratio can be rewritten as

Bu;u(v) _ 1_ ———-——— = 85.6,

Aul ehvu;/kT _1

which yields
eh""’/kT -—1=1/85.6 = 0.0117
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01'

hv,,,/kT = ln(1.0l17) = 1.16 x 10'?

We can thus solve for T as follows:

_ hvu; (6.63 x 10-34 J—s)(4.74 x 1014 Hz)
" (1.16 ><10‘2)k " (1.16 x 10—2)(1.38 X 10-23 J/K)

= 1.96 X 106 K = 1,960,000 K.

T

This calculation indicates that the radiation intensity of the laser beam inside the

laser cavity has a value equivalent to that of a nearly 2,000,000—K blackbody — if

we consider only the radiation emitted from the blackbody in the frequency (or

wavelength interval) over which the laser operates. 
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PROBLEMS

1. Calculate the number of radiation modes in a cube 1 mm on a side for a spread of

0.001 nm centered at 514.5 nm and a spread of 0.01 um centered at 10.6 porn.

2. Consider a l—mm—diameter surface area of carbon (graphite). Calculate how many

atoms would exist in energy levels from which they could emit radiation at wave-

lengths shorter than 700 nm (visible light and shorter wavelengths) for surface

temperatures of 300 K, 1,000 K, and 5,000 K when the solid is in thermal equilib-

rium at those temperatures. Assume that only those atoms within a depth of 10 nm
of the material surface can emit observable radiation.

3. In Problem 2, if the excited atoms that emit visible radiation decay in 10 ‘I3 s and

if only 0.002% of them decay radiatively (quantum yield of 2%), how much power
would be radiated from that surface at the aforementioned temperatures? Assume

that half of the atoms that radiate emit into the Zn solid angle that would result

in their leaving the surface of the material, and assume an average visible photon

energy of 2.5 eV. Also compute the total amount of power that could be radiated

(over all wavelengths) from the surface at the given temperatures using the Stefan-

Boltzmann law (eqn. 6.15). Speculate as to why the two approaches for computing

the radiated power are inconsistent at a temperature of 5,000 K.

4. How much power is radiated from a l—mm2 surface of a body at temperature T when
the peak measured wavelength is that of green light at 500 nm?

5. Determine the number of modes in a l—cm3 box for frequencies in the visible spec-

trum between 400 and 700 nm. Compare that value to the number of modes in a
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10.

11.

12.

13.

sodium streetlamp that emits over a wavelength interval of 3 nm at a center wave-
length of 589 nm. Assume that the streetlamp is a cylinder of radius 0.5 cm and
length 10 cm.

Estimate the number of photons in both the box and the streetlamp of Problem 5
for temperatures of 300 K, 1,000 K, and 5,000 K.

. A 100-W incandescent lamp has a tungsten filament composed of a wire, 0.05 cm
in diameter and 10 cm in length, that is coiled up to fit within the light bulb. Assume
the filament is heated to a temperature of 3,000 K when the light bulb is turned A
on. How much power (watts) is emitted within the visible spectrum from the fila-
ment, assuming that it is emitting as a blackbody? As an approximation, you could
divide the visible spectral region into several segments and compute the average
contribution from each segment. Then simply add the averages together (instead
of trying to integrate the blackbody function over the entire visible spectral range).
Show that Planck’s radiation law of (6.39) will lead to the Stefan—Bo1tzrnann re—
lationship of (6.15) if the power radiated over all wavelengths is considered. De-
termine the coefficients of the Stefan—Boltzmann constant. Hint:

°° x3 dx 7:4

/0 ex "’— 1 2
An argon ion laser emits 2 W of power at 488.0 nm in a 2—m1n—diameter beam.
What would be the effective blackbody temperature of the output beam of that
laser radiating over the frequency width of the laser transition, given that the laser
linewidth is approximately one fifth of the Doppler linewidth? Assume that the
laser is operating at an argon gas temperature of 1,500 K and that the laser output
is uniform over the width of the beam.

For the laser in Problem 9, how much power would be required for the stimulated
emission rate to equal the radiative decay rate?

A pulsed and Q—switched Nd:YAG laser is focused to a 200—;1.m—diameter spot
size on a solid flat metal target in an attempt to produce a bright plasma source
for microlithography applications. The plasma is observed to radiate uniformly a
into 271 steradians with a wavelength distribution that is approximately that of a
blackbody. The intensity of the Nd:YAG laser is adjusted so that the peak of the
blackbody emission occurs at a wavelength of 13.5 nm, the optimum wavelength
as a source for EUV microlithography. V\7hat is the temperature of the blackbody?
What fraction of the total energy radiated by the blackbody would be radiated
within the useful bandwidth for rnicrolithography of 0.4 nm centered around the
emission maximum? Assume that the plasma doesn’t expand significantly during
the l0—ns emission time (the duration of the Nd:YAG laser pulses).

The blackbody spectral distribution curve has a maximum wavelength Am that is
dependent upon the temperature T of the radiating body. Show that the product
}tmT is a constant for any temperature (Wien’s law, eqn. 6.16). Hint: Use the
frequency version of the blackbody radiation formula instead of the wavelength
version to show this.

A blue argon laser beam at 488 nm is propagating around a Coliseum as part of a
laser light show. The power is measured to be 10 W cw at a specific location with
a beam diameter of 5 mm. What is the energy density per unit frequency u(v) of
the beam at that location? I
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are self—selected by the beam. The use of a short laser pulse allows heat to destroy

the bad cells without the heat spreading to the surrounding cells. In the case of

tattoo removal, the tattoo itself is absorbing and hence requires no tagging. Other

applications include pollution detection and removal of kidney stones.

TITANIUM SAPPHIRE LASER

General Description

The titanium sapphire laser (TlIAl203) is the most widely used tunable solid—state

laser. It can be operated over a wavelength range of 660—1,l8O nm and thus has

the broadest gain bandwidth of any laser. It also has a relatively large stimulated

emission cross section for a tunable laser. Titanium ions are typically doped into a

sapphire (aluminum oxide) crystal at a concentration of 0.1% by weight. This laser

has achieved cw outputs of nearly 50 W as well as terawatts of peak power from

100—fs—duration mode—locked pulses. The laser can be flashlamp pumped, but the

technique is not efficient owing to the unusually short upper laser level lifetime of

the laser crystal (3.8 us at room temperature), which does not matchwell with the

longer pulse duration of typical flashlamps. Commercial titanium sapphire lasers

are therefore typically pumped with either argon ion lasers (for cw operation) or

frequency—doubled Nd:YAG or Nd:YLF lasers (for pulsed operation). The pump

absorption band covers the range from less than 400 nm to just beyond 630 nm

and peaks around 490 nm, as can be seen in Figure 15-13. The titanium sapphire

crystal has high thermal conductivity, good chemical inertness, good mechanical

rigidity, and high hardness.
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Figure 15-14 Diagrams of
(a) a cw titanium sapphire
laser and (b) a femtosecond
mode-locked titanium

sapphire laser (courtesy of
CREOL)

LASER SYSTEMS INVOLVING HIGH-DENSITY GAIN MEDIA
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(b) Femtosecond mode-locked Tizsapphire

Laser Structure

An example of a cw Ti:Al2O3 laser using an X—cavity design is shown in Fig-
ure l5—l4(a). It uses an astigmatically compensated cavity for the Ti:Al2O3 laser
crystal (see Section 13.9). In such a cavity design, the crystal typically ranges from
2 to 10 mm in length, depending upon the dopant level, and is arranged with the
output faces of the crystal at Brewster’s angle. The longer—length crystal lengths
with lower doping concentrations are used with higher pumping flux intensities in
order to obtain higher powerpoutput. Generally, either a cw argon ion laser or a
doubled Nd:YAG laser is used as the pumping source. The pump beam enters the
cavity from the left, as shown in the figure. A birefringent filter, installed within
the cavity at Brewster’s angle, can be rotated for wavelength tuning. A modified
version of this cavity, shown in Figure l5—l4(b), is used to produce mode—locked
pulses. It includes two prisms for intracavity dispersion compensation and uses the
Kerr lens mode—locking (KLM) technique described in Section 13.4. The neces-
sary aperture within the Ti:Al2O3 crystal to produce KLM is provided by a separate
aperture located next to the crystal (not shown), or simply by the aperturing effect
associated with the small diameter of the pump beam. Extremely precise adjust-
ments and alignment of the mirrors and cavity dimensions are essential to maintain
a stable mode—1ocked output for this laser.
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Excitation Mechanism

The energy—level structure of this laser is similar to that of a dye laser. The ground

state, a 2T2 state, has a broad sequence of overlapping vibrational or vibronic levels

extending upward from the lowest level, as shown in Figure 5-16. The first excited

state is a 2E state that also extends upward with a series of overlapping vibronic

levels. This energy—level structure is unique for laser crystals in that there are no

d—state energy levels above the upper laser level. Thus, the simple energy-level

structure involving a 3d electron eliminates the possibility of excited—state absorp-

tion, an effect that reduces the tuning range of other tunable solid—state lasers (see

Section 9.5).

Excitation therefore occurs from the lowest vibronic levels of the 2T2 ground

state (those that are sufficiently populated at room temperature) to the broad range

of excited vibronic levels of the 2E excited state. The population pumped to all of

the vibrational levels of the broadband excited state rapidly relaxes to the lowest

levels of that state. It then decays back to any one ofthe vibronic levels of the ground

state in a manner that is similar to a dye laser, but with a much lower radiative rate.

When the population reaches the excited vibronic levels of the ground state, it very

rapidly relaxes to the lowest-lying levels, leaving a distribution dictated by the
Boltzmann relationship of (6.11).

 
Typical Titanium Sapphire Laser Parameters

Laser wavelengths (Aug) 660—l,l80 nm

Laser transition probability (Aug) 2.6 X l05/s

Upper laser level lifetime (Tu) 3.8 Ms
Stimulated emission cross section (dug) 3.4 X 1043 m2

Spontaneous emission linewidth and

gain bandwidth, FWHM (Avul) l.0 X10”/s (AM; = 180 nm)
Inversion density (AN“,) 6 x 1023/m3
Small~signal gain coefficient (80) 20/m

Laser gain—medium length (L) 0.1 m

Single—pass gain (e"‘““N'*’L) 7-10

Doping density 3.3 X 1025/m3
Index of refraction of gain medium 1.76

Operating temperature 300 K
Thermal conductivity of laser rod 3.55 W/m—K

Thermal expansion coefficient of laser rod 5 x l0‘6/ K

Pumping method optical (flashlamp or laser)

Pumping bands 380-620 nm

Output power up to 50 W (cw),
1012 W for lO0—fs pulse

Mode single—mode or rnu1ti—mode 
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The laser energy—level arrangement is effectively a four—level system, as in a

dye laser, in which all of the higher—lying vibronic levels of the 2E state serve as
level i of the four—level system described in Section 9.3. The lowest vibrational
levels of the 2E state serve as the upper laser level u. These levels decay to any of

the excited vibrational levels of the ground state ZT2, any of which can be consid-

ered as the lower laser level I . These levels then rapidly relax to the lowest levels

of 2T2 serving as the ground state 0.

Applications

Titanium sapphire lasers are used in infrared spectroscopy of semiconductors and
in laser radar, rangefinders, and remote sensing. They are used in medical appli-

cations such as photodynamic therapy. They are also used to produce short pulses

of X—rays by focusing the mode—locked pulses onto solid targets from which high-
density and high—temperature radiating plasmas are produced, plasmas that in turn

emit large fluxes of X—rays.

CHROMIUM LiSAF AND LiCAF LASERS

General Description

The chromium—doped lithium strontium aluminum fluoride (Cr:LiSAF) and lithium
calcium aluminum fluoride (Cr:LiCAF) lasers are broadband tunable lasers in the

same category as the alexandrite and titanium sapphire lasers. The Cr:LiSAF laser
can be tuned over a wavelength ranging from 780 to 1,010 nm and the Cr:LiCAF
laser can be tuned from 720 to 840 nm. Both cw and pulsed output have been ob-

tained from both lasers: a cw output of up to 1.2 W and a pulsed output of over

10 I with a slope efficiency of 5%. These lasers have relatively long upper—level
lifetimes of 67 us for Cr:LiSAF and 170 us for Cr:LiCAF, so both can be effec—

tively flashlarnp pumped. They have also been laser pumped with AlGaAs diode
lasers and argon ion lasers. Both of these fluoride laser materials can be doped
to very high concentrations (up to 15% Cr) without affecting the upper laser level

~ lifetime, which results in more uniform flashlamp pumping as indicated in Fig-

ure lO—l9(c). These lasers have also been used as regenerative amplifiers leading

to very short—-pulse amplification. The laser crystals are chemically stable when

treated properly. Their thermal properties are closer to those of Nd:glass than to
Nd:YAG. They are durable but not as hard as YAG. Their average power—handling

capabilities are not as good as Ti:Al2O3.

Laser Structure

A diagram of a flashlamp—pumped Cr:LiSAF laser is shown in Figure 15-15. This
laser uses a LiSAF rod of 6—mm diameter and O.l—m length. A birefringent filter

is used to tune the wavelength from 750 to 1,000 nm, and a saturable absorber is

 


